Editorial

We are proudly publishing the first issue of Aurum Journal of Health Sciences (AJHS - Au. J. Health. Sci.) which aims to be a platform for interdisciplinary studies related to all aspects in health sciences. Aurum Journal of Health Sciences will be published tri-annually and will publish double blind peer-reviewed research articles, short reports, reviews, case studies on health sciences. With the belief of removing inequality barriers for scientists around the world we aimed to provide scientific knowledge free for readers as well as to provide suitable mediums for scientist whom would like to publish their research. Therefore, Aurum Journal of Health Sciences will be published both printed and open access electronic versions. Also, Aurum Journal of Health Sciences do not have any kind of publication fee for accepted manuscripts or for color images. We aim to provide a multidisciplinary journal on health sciences that will contribute to the development of novel information through building bridges between different health and related sciences. The manuscripts linking different disciplines of health sciences will be given a priority in the journal. All manuscripts on dental, medical, health services and pharmaceutical studies that presents novel information through high quality manuscripts are also accepted in Aurum Journal of Health Sciences. On behalf of editorial board, I would like to thank to our authors, members of the editorial advisory board and everyone whom contributed for making our first issue possible. We are looking forward for your manuscripts submissions.
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